
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Erskine-Smith, Nathaniel - Personal
Sent: March 31, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Parmar, Dovejot (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: Fwd: Corvir-19 Canada Medical Supply URGENT

Last one, Dove! Thanks for connecting with them.

From: Nathaniel Erskine-Smith
Date: March 31, 2020 at 9:29:53 AM EDT
To: Erskine-Smith, Nathaniel - Personal <
Subject: Fwd: Corvir-19 Canada Medical Supply URGENT

Sent from my Whone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Mandom Hui <mandom.hui@gmail.com>
Date: March 31, 2020 at 2:20:47 AM EDT
To: Nathaniel Erskine-Smith
Subject: Re: Corvir-19 Canada Medical Supply URGENT

Nate,

I have just filled out the pocument form reference #43749 (see attached photo)

I don't know have you seen the pocument form. I cannot even upload documents there. That
form is for people who can supply one or two items, that form is not design for what I am
offering here. The form asks for quantities and availability, I cannot answer that because for
example Beijing Aerospace has 20,000 ventilators available on 28March 2020 (that's a fact, I
was given the inventory 2 days ago) Today's (31March2020) inventory is completely different,
even the price changes daily base on demands, I mean this literally. Regarding masks. I cannot
provide quantity on the form because I am representing 4 different manufacturers of masks
alone, and I have access to more than one type of mask Canada needs.

Perhaps let me put it bluntly, I need to know what quantity is needed and then I can provide the
pricing FOB Chinese airport, and the date that Government of Canada should charter a cargo
plane at the airport to pick up the order(s). I have an unique situation here unlike others, I can
source and provide not one or two but all of Canada's medical supplies needs, because of my
family business connections in China both government and non government. As I have said
before the Canadian Embassy in Beijing can have someone to verify and authenticate the source
of my documents and products I am offering as well as the identity of my contacts from the
manufacturers I represent.
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I understand it is difficult to wrap your head around what I am trying to offer here. It sounds
absolutely crazy, I know, but your wife Amy, who taught me at school can probably tell you I
am not insane, may be a bit essentric but not insane. And I can assure you this is as real as it
gets, because when it comes to business and working in China, it all boils down to who you
know and how a person may or may not be related to senior central government officials, and
finally it's about saving face.

Once again, thank you. I appreciate everything you can do and ai totally understand from your
perspective.

Mandom

On Mon., Mar. 30, 2020, 11:55 p.m. Mandom Hui, <mandom.hui@gmail.com> wrote:
Nate,

I should add, all the information and certificates I have provided can be authenticate by the
Canadian Consulate in Beijing. Directly from the manufacturer that I what I have provided is
authentic as it gets. Not that many people have access nor the resources to the medical
manufacturers and suppliers that I have access to, most submission to the pourcument process
provably is for one or two single items. I am not the same because I can provide access to all of
Canada medical supplies needs.

My father is the chairman/CEO of a pharmaceutical company, he has agreed to lend his
assistance and all his company available resources at my disposal at zero cost to me and to
Government of Canada. He has already told me if necessary, he can assist to negotiate the best
maufacyer pricing for Canada's purchase. My father has already told me, he will not be
profiting anything from this.

So what I am offering is not like everyone else has and most probably cannot be match.

Thank you.

Regards
Mandom Hui

On Mon., Mar. 30, 2020, 5:10 p.m. Mandom Hui, <mandom.hui@gmail.com> wrote:
Nate..

I understand. Well I cannot speak about the others. But I just spoke to the senior executive of
the Bio Tech firm that produce the N95 Mask, and Beijing Aerospace, they said whomever
told you they can offer you N95 Mask or ventilators at the capacity Government of Canada
request will have an additional mark up close to market value. As far as testing kits to
Canada the price list that the manufacturer provided me this morning is for FOB EU, the
FOB Canada does not even exist.
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My offer is factory direct. And my referral fee of I% is negotiable. (I actually feel bad to
charge a fee myself but it's a lot of work for me to do what I am doing, we are also able to
guarantee that we can acquire any government clearance from Central Government of China,
others who submit similar offers mist likely cannot provide that guarantee)

I will really appreciate if you can escalate to the Minister's office. I have all the documentation
needed

I have attached the ventilators documents and the testing kit documents as well as the Beijing
Aerospace ventilators certificate.

Thank you,
Mandom

On Mon., Mar. 30, 2020, 4:39 p.m. Nathaniel Erskine-Smith,
wrote:
I should add - I can escalate to Minister's office, but I don't expect anything to happen within
76 hours, as there are just too many similar offers coming in. Really appreciate you getting in
touch.

On Mon, Mar 30, 2020 at 4:38 PM Nathaniel Erskine-Smith
wrote:
Thanks Mandom. We're receiving many similar requests, so really need all potential
suppliers to submit a form through the portal so that due diligence can be completed quickly.

Nate

On Mon, Mar 30, 2020 at 4:35 PM Mandom Hui <mandom.hui(a,gnail.com> wrote:

Good evening Nathaniel,
I

My name is Mandom Hui, I was a former student of Amy. She has given me your email
address..

I have a time sensitive urgent message that I will like to deliver to the Prime Minister
pertaining to the urgent medical supplies (ventilators on hold) for the Government of
Canada.

With Coronavirus going on, I understand Canada has a shortage of medical supplies and
there is currently a pourcument process which takes time and a lot of red tape. This is what
I have to offer to help Canadian

I
With my father extensive network in China. I spend the past few days talking to him and
secured some supplies.

Any medical supplies the Government of Canada needs for the Coronavirus Pandemic, we
will be able to supply them if not source it. We have people in multiple cities across China
and Hong Kong.
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Beijing Aerospace manufacturers the ventilators that was used in the Wuhan hospitals and
they are the same ventilators that are being ship all over EU currently. The curently waiting
list is 6 months. We can by pass that and have ventilators immediately ready to Canada
within 48hrs. However, I can only hold these for another 76hrs unless we secure a intent to
purchase from Government of Canada, otherwise after that, it is a 6 months waiting list.

Please note we have authorization from the Central Government of China to export to
Canada. We also have EU and FDA certified N95 Mask,(see attachment) surgical mask and
any mask, gowns, to supply Canada. I have certification to proof everything I said.

The N95 Mask is certified by EU and FDA and is manufactured by the largest Bio Tech
company in China. We also have secure 3 other manufactures

In addition we have access to the two different Coronavirus testing kits that China has been
producing shipping all over the world including EU and Italy (nucleic acid detection kit and
antibody testing kits.) They are ready to be ship to Canada (lead time 500,000 / 5 working
days after payment received, same as EU)

This will save the government of Canada tens I'd not hundreds of millions. And it is an
urgent message because I have on my hand the inventory of ventilators date 28Mar2) that
are on hold if Canada needs it immediately, different models and manufacturers are also
avaliable

If Government of Canada is interested please let me know as soon as possible as I need to
let the manufacture know asap regarding the ventilators.

I can forward all the documentation, certification of authenticity and any specs

For the record. I am prepare to go under oath that I do not and will not be receiving any
commission and or monetary stipend etc for these orders from the suppliers/manufacturer
from China , also to the best of my knowledge I can declare that nobody from. My family
members will be accepting any commission at all .

There is one condition.

I will be requesting the Government of Canada to provide me with a 1% referral /
consultant fee of all purchases made thru the manufacturer I introduced or represent. I will
offer my services as an account /project manager to facilitate and lead these transactions
and act as liaison/point of contact.

I have attached the specs inninenfotbeh N95 mask. The other authentication will need to be
sent via cloud or seperate emails as they are too large

Thank you
To help protect your privacy, Microsoft Office prevented 
automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
photo

Mandom Hui
HACCP, Food Sanitation & Safety Instructor / Chef Consultant, Former Assistant /
former Recipe Tester & Developer to Chef Chris McDonald ~The Complete Sous Vide
Cookbook©~

+1 647 330 5692 | mandom.hui@gmail.com
http://now.uz/2jsEMOJ 
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I | WeChat: MandomHui
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